Comings and Goings

We extend a warm welcome to the new Assistant Director of the Graduate Program, Dina Murokh. Dina received her PhD in art history from the University of Southern California in 2023. Her research focuses on the intersections of art, popular print, and public discourse in the nineteenth-century United States.

We wish a heartfelt farewell to the Program’s outgoing Associate Director, Emmelyn Butterfield-Rosen, who began her post as Assistant Professor at the Institute of Fine Arts on September 1, 2023.

Alumni Map

Explore this interactive map, which displays where more than 400 GradArt alumni currently live and work. Add or update your alumni profile so we have your most up-to-date information. Questions? Email us at gradart@williams.edu.
In Memoriam

Dorothy Reinke (1919–2023) passed away peacefully on April 7 at 103 years of age. Dorothy was foundational to the Williams Graduate Program in the History of Art as Assistant to the Director from 1973 until she retired in 1985. She is remembered by many in the GradArt community. Read more about Dorothy here.

Celebrating 25 Years of RAP in June 2025

The Research and Academic Program at the Clark calls for participation and proposals:

Do you think back fondly on your time in Williamstown? Do you ever wish that you could come back to wander the library stacks, hike our hills, and engage with friends and colleagues?

From June 26 to 28 in 2025, we are going to celebrate the 25th (ish!) anniversary of RAP, and we are inviting you back for three days of programming that will include lectures, roundtables, mini colloquia, film screenings, and casual lunchtime talks. This is not your typical art history conference. No stacked sessions of 20-minute papers. No keynote lectures. More hikes, s’mores, swag, and hanging out on the porch of the Visiting Scholars Residence drinking wine and sampling our beloved Berkshires cheeses. Shorts welcome. Wild swimming encouraged.

Please take a look at the full call for proposals here, and if you have an idea for a mini-
colloquium, panels, informal lunchtime talk, or another exciting prospect, please submit your abstract by November 1, 2023, to: RAP25@clarkart.edu.

You make this program great!

Having pangs of regret for not yet making a gift to the GradArt 50th Anniversary Fund? It's not too late! Make a gift of any size today to this endowed fund that helps further financial aid, and allows us to recruit, admit, and support outstanding students from across the United States and beyond.

give today
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